Applicator at Helena Agri Enterprises, LLC in Yuma, Arizona, United States
Job ID# 4634480 on www.azjobconnection.gov
Full Time - Permanent/Temporary
Pay Rate: $18.50 Hourly
Job Description
The Applicator is responsible for correctly applying herbicides and pesticides to labeled crops
from recommendations made by your leader. This position also operates all applicator
equipment and performs maintenance on that equipment. This position requires a Class A or B
CDL.
What your day may look like:











Correctly mixes pesticides, fertilizers and chemicals for application.
Maintains accurate log books on applicated acres.
Performs maintenance and calibration on application equipment.
Wears proper protection equipment.
Participates in continuing education for maintaining pesticide applicator license.
Attends applicator equipment workshops.
Performs maintenance on other equipment and fixed facilities.
Must be able to work nights, overtime and some weekend hours during busy season.
Other work-related duties as assigned by leader.
Reliable and regular attendance is expected.

Other skills that will help you succeed:











Mechanically inclined.
Qualified Applicator Certificate (QAC) is preferred.
Communication and interpersonal skills.
Agricultural background.
Basic knowledge of ag pesticides.
Excellent driving record.
Ability to read field maps and use tractor-mounted field computers.
Professional competence to safety.
Ability to pass a CDL physical examination.
Ability to work without direct supervision.

Your work environment and the physical aspects of the job
At Helena, safety is our highest priority. We seek out extensive safety measures and put them in
place to minimize exposure to anything that could be potentially harmful to our employees.

The work environment for this position is that of a typical warehouse and distribution
environment where the noise level is usually moderate to loud and occasionally very loud. In this
position, the employee regularly works near moving equipment/mechanical parts and could be
exposed to fumes, airborne particles, chemical and biological hazards and a risk of electrical
shock. This position requires you to use your hands for many different tasks and to talk, hear,
walk, stand and sit. You will be regularly required to lift or move up to 100 pounds.
Job Requirements






High school diploma is required.
Experience in operating large equipment is required.
Must be 21 years old.
A Class A or B CDL is required.
Must pass a drug test and background check.

How to Apply
Write an email using your own email program to CarrascoP@helenaagri.com
or
By phone at (928) 245-8266

